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HWF HELPING & PROTECTING TURTLE HATCHLINGS ON MAUI 
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HWF HAS REMOVED OVER 375 TONS OF DEBRIS FROM HAWAIʻI ISLAND 
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HAWAIʻI WILDLIFE FUND COORDINATES VOLUNTEER BEACH CLEANUPS  
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REEF IN MAUI POLLUTED BY LAHAINA INJECTION WELLS 
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HWF SUES & WINS CLEAN WATER ACT CASE 
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				Maui Fire Relief Support can be Directed Through HWF. Click here.




Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund





Founded in 1996, Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization dedicated to the conservation of Hawaiʻi’s wildlife.  We protect native species and habitats, and provide environmental education opportunities for our community members and visitors.

HWF’s mission is to protect native wildlife, focusing on coastal and marine wildlife species across Hawaiʻi, including the hawksbill sea turtle (honuʻea) and the Hawaiian green sea turtle (honu), and many other finned, feathered, flippered, and plant friends.

We engage and inspire our communities, keiki (kids) and volunteers in education, outreach, marine debris removal, conservation,

research, and advocacy campaigns to keep Hawaiʻi alive and wild.

Mahalo (thank you) for visiting this website and for your desire to learn more about HWF and what we can all do to kōkua (help). From volunteering, internships, donating or adopting, we offer a variety of ways you can help our organization and wildlife thrive!

Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund operates the Hawaiʻi Wildlife Discovery Center at Whalers Village in Kaʻanapali on Maui. The Discovery Center highlights the work that HWF does and educates locals and visitors about Hawaiian culture, HWF conservation work, and the issues facing native wildlife in Hawaiʻi. Come visit the Discovery Center on Maui to find out more about the work HWF does!





Me ke aloha pumehana,

Hannah Bernard – HWF Executive Director & Co-founder

Megan Lamson – HWF President & Program Director

HWF Mission Statement
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Latest News & Events!
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Fall 2023 Newsletter

All the News from HWF & HWDC
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Hawaiʻi Predator Control and

Wetland Workshop
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Summer 2023 Newsletter

All the News from HWF & HWDC
















more videos from Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund








What We Do
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Sea Turtle Recovery Projects
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Youth Outreach & Education
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Marine Debris Removal






Participate
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NEWSLETTER







Click Here For OUR EVENTS CALENDAR




The Hawaiʻi Wildlife Discovery Center in Lahaina, Maui





Maui is still in a tender, vulnerable state after the devastating wildfires that destroyed Lāhainā and took the lives of 100 people on August 8 of this year. There is not a person on Maui who is not in some way affected by this historic tragedy, but the response of our own and greater global communities have been inspirational.

The Hawai’i Wildlife Discovery Center is located one mile north of the burn zone, and remains intact. Because HWDC is a learning center in a zone that remains open, and in response to thousands of displaced families, HWF staff and consultants joined together to collaborate on a revisioning of the mission of the Center to more directly support our young haumāna (students), many of whom have no classroom.

Together with many local organizations, HWF has offered the Discovery Center in Whalers Village with this new mission “To provide a safe space, centered around our connection to nature, where keiki can learn, feel listened to, and be nurtured with Aloha.”

HWDC is still open to the public (daily 9:00am – 3:00pm) and still has regular visits from cruise ship passengers and Road Scholars groups, among others, but our priority is our own future generations.
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The Hawaiʻi Wildlife Discovery Center is operated by and supports

the work of Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund.


HAWAIʻI WILDLIFE DISCOVERY CENTER >











From The Blog






			
			
							
							[image: Mike scores with two glass ball finds during his time volunteering with US FWS in the Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument. PC: USFWS]			
							




	

	Embracing ʻĀina: My Journey with HWF (Intern Story by Mike Stone)
By Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund|Mar 18, 2024|Environmental Education, General, HWF Intern Stories, Marine Debris|

Mike Stone was a graduate student working with HWF during his internship within the Tropical Conservation Biology and Environmental Science Master’s program at the University of Hawaiʻi at Hilo from Fall 2019 to Fall 2021. During this time, Mike worked with HWF’s Megan Lamson (as his graduate advisor) and completed over 700 volunteer hours with HWF and focused on a brand audit study for marine debris collected in Kaʻū from 2013-2021. We are so appreciative of his amazing contribution to HWF.


Read More









			
			
							
							[image: A large school of lauʻīpala (yellow tang) at Kealakekua Bay on Hawaiʻi Island. PC: Lindsey Kramer]			
							




	

	Coral Reef Creature Feature: Lauʻīpala (yellow tang, Zebrasoma flavescens)
By Lindsey Kramer|Mar 11, 2024|Coral Reefs, General, Hawaiian Wildlife|

This month, we are featuring the beautiful, bright yellow lauʻīpala, also known as lāʻī pala, yellow tang, or Zebrasoma flavescens. Similar to many other types of surgeonfish, lauʻīpala are an important reef grazer, and can help promote coral reef resiliency by removing algae from reef substrates.


Read More
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	Legal Intervention Seeks to Protect Hawaiʻi’s Punaluʻu Beach From Development
By Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund|Mar 6, 2024|Announcements, Conservation Policy, Environmental Education, Hawaiian Flora, Hawaiian Wildlife, Upcoming Events|

The Center for Biological Diversity has filed a legal intervention opposing a proposed resort development on one of Hawaiʻi’s most renowned black sand beaches that would harm local residents and jeopardize threatened and endangered species, including green sea turtles and Hawaiian monk seals.


Read More













HWF Sponsors & Partners
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Be a sponsor or partner with HWF









Watch this wonderful short video to find out about the work Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund does, our Discovery Center at Whalers Village,

and visit this page to see how you can Malama – take care and give back – on the islands with HWF!





Mahalo HI Now and Maui Visitors & Convention Bureau for this video!






Follow Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund on instagram @wildhawaii
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        [image: Weʻre conservationists here at Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund (obviously)! #keephawaiiwild  #conservationists  #fridaysforfuture]
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        [image: This #WildlifeWednesday, we are featuring the beautiful, bright yellow lauʻīpala, (aka yellow tang or Zebrasoma flavescens). Until recently, lauʻīpala were the primary target of the commercial aquarium fishery, particularly in West Hawaiʻi. Like other types of surgeonfish, lauʻīpala are an important reef grazer and can help promote coral reef resiliency by removing algae from reef substrates, allowing corals to recover and regrow.  Learn more about this lovely, leaf-like fish species in our latest *Coral Reef Creature Feature* on our blog at: www.wildhawaii.org/blog/.  PCs: @_lindsey_k__  #keephawaiiwild  #lauʻipala  #yellowtang  #grazers #surgeonfish #reefresiliency  #zebrasomaflavescens]
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        [image: So this event actually happened many moons ago (during our social media pause to hold space for the Lāhainā wildfires), but we were so excited to meet *Miss Kona Coffee 2023* Shyla Victor @__shylaav (who is now our reigning *Miss Hawai’i Island* @misshawaiiisland)! Shyla stopped by HWF’s station at the Kuleana Green Business Expo, hosted by the Kona-Kohala Chamber of Commerce and Jackʻs Diving Locker.  Mahalo nui loa Shyla, for taking a moment to learn more about the impacts of marine debris on our oceans and how to get involved! 🙏🏼🌊🐠💙  #keephawaiiwild #hawaiiwildlifefund  #marinedebris  #misskonacoffee2023 #misshawaiiislandusa]
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        [image: This marine debris Monday, we are celebrating a win, as Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund reaches a milestone in its Hawai‘i Large Debris Recovery Partnership. With funding and support from the National Oceanographic & Atmospheric Association’s Marine Debris Program (NOAA), Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund recently reached a major milestone in its collaborative project with the Surfrider Foundation’s Kauaʻi Chapter (@surfriderkauai), SHARKastics (@sharkastics) and many other community partners.  During this extensive two-year project across three Hawaiian Islands (Hawaiʻi, Kauaʻi, and Maui), we collaboratively hosted a total of 390 debris-removal activities and monitored coastal wildlife concurrently on 261 occasions. In total, we recovered 61.0 metric tons (134,423 pounds) of marine debris and an additional 7.7 metric tons (16,907 pounds) of trash (land-based litter)!  Read more about our amazing collaborative achievements with the Hawai‘i Large Debris Recovery Partnership on our blog (link on our bio). 💙  #keephawaiiwild #marinedebrismonday #HawaiiLargeDebrisRecoveryPartnership #hawaiiwildlifefund]
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        [image: Call for cleanup volunteers next weekend across Hawaiʻi Island! See flyer for the cleanups happening in North and South Kona hosted by Big Island Waveriders Against Drugs, or contact Keep Puako Beautiful for the Kohala efforts, and reach out to us at kahakai.cleanups@gmail.com or on oue website (wildhawaii.org/contact) for more info about our HWF Kaʻū community coastal cleanup. All events  happening concurrently on Saturday, March 9th. We currently have 6 sests avail so claim yours soon. Get involved where YOU live and love! 💜🤙🏽🦀  #teamupcleanup #himarinedebris #keephawaiiwild]
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        [image: Did you know that Hawaiʻi has more than 80 species of coral reef huʻakai or ʻūpī (sponges)? Many of them are cryptic, or hidden within the reef, and do a great job of blending into the background. Several species are only found deep within caves or overhangs, and others slowly excavate into the reef as they grow.   Some types of sponges are an important food source for endangered honuʻea (hawksbill) sea turtles, and in general, sponges are a key resident on a healthy coral reef ecosystem (although some varieties will overgrow coral). More complex sponges are a home for many other species of tiny invertebrates, including shrimp and brittle stars.   Sponges constantly filter the water to consume plankton and other organic particles, and in this process, they can actually help filter out pollutants, similar to other filter feeders.   Be sure to appreciate these delicate, encrusting wonders on your next dive. 💙   More on the sponges shown:   Photo 1: Striped sponge (Clathria sp.), Puakō, Hawaiʻi Island Photo 2: Blue dysidea sponge (Dysidea herbacea), Waialea, Hawaiʻi Island Photo 3: Unidentified sponge with Vermillion clathria sponge (Clathria sp.), Puakō, Hawaiʻi Island Photo 4: Vagabond boring sponge (Spheciospongia vagabunda), Wawaloli, Hawaiʻi Island Photo 5: ʻAna, Wavy cave sponge (Leiodermatium sp.), Puakō, Hawaiʻi Island Photo 6: Hawaiian lissodendoryx sponge (Lissodendoryx hawaiiana), Puakō, Hawaiʻi Island Photo 7: Blue dysidea sponge (Dysidea herbacea), Puakō, Hawaiʻi Island   PC: @_lindsey_k__   #keephawaiiwild #wildlifewednesday #huʻakai #ʻūpī #ana #sponges #hawaiiwildlifefund]
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        [image: Did you know that Hawaiʻi hosts three species of barracuda, although one species is extremely rare!?   This kākū (Great Barracuda, Sphyraena barracuda) recently visited “black-water” divers offshore of Honokōhau on Hawaiʻi Island, and was accompanied by a large school of juvenile keokeo (tuna). The kākū is by far the largest of the three species of barracuda and can reach a maximum size of 6 ft and 100 lbs! Despite their large jaw with protruding teeth and a sketchy reputation, barracuda prefer to eat fish and squid as their primary diet and generally leave humans alone (but be sure to leave your flashy, shiny, fish-like jewelry at home when swimming in the sea).    The other occasionally seen barracuda species, kaweleʻā (Heller’s barracuda) are much smaller and often form large schools over coral reef drop-offs. Learn more about kaweleʻā in our next post!     VC: @_lindsey_k__    #keephawaiiwild #hawaiiwildlifefund #kākū #barracuda #greatbarracuda #sphyraenabarracuda]
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        [image: Calling all young artists! Today, Friday Feb 16 and Saturday Feb 17 from 11:00Am - 3:00PM,  join us at Whale Tales at The Ritz Carlton to co-create a mural with marine debris.  Spotlight on Hawaiʻi Wildlife Discovery Centerʻs Cody Plant (photo center) who has been working with Lahaina Intermediate students for weeks to prep marine debris collected on Maui beaches by our volunteers and partners.   We promote the rendering of beach trash/marine debris into art to transform it into something inert, and in the case of the mural our team member Kelly Jensen created, beautiful.  Join us to decorate this mural with reclaimed plastics to make art out of trash. This mural will be installed in our Discovery Center when complete. Hope to see you there!  Where: The Ritz-Carlton Maui, Kapalua 1 Ritz Carlton Drive Kapalua, HI 96761 Contact Phone: 925-408-4418 ehearne@whaletrust.org Contact Name: Emma Hearne Contact Organization: Whale Trust #ThankfulThursday #marinedebrisart #lovewhales #wildhawaii #whalersvillage  #whaletales #hawaiiwildlifediscoverycenter]
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        [image: Last week a team of our Environmental Youth Educators on Hawaiʻi Island visited the 1st grade keiki (kids) at Naʻalehu Elementary School to discuss native Hawaiian waterbird reproduction! We got to show the haumāna (students) the amazing dioramas that our educators created, and the haumāna learned more about the reproductive habits and habitats of our native waterbirds. The dioramas were a hit, and the keiki loved getting to look at them up close! We loved spending time with these intelligent and passionate keiki. They remembered so much from their first lesson, Introduction to Waterbirds!   Some of the many highlights included sharing of the moʻolelo (story) of the “fire bird,” about Maui forcing the ʻAlae ʻUla to share the secret of fire, as well as discussing the ecological role of the long pink legs of the Aeʻo! We can’t wait for these young scientists and stewards of the ʻāina to go out there to see some native manu (birds) in their wild habitat and make discoveries of their own!   #fridaysforfuture #alohafriday #keephawaiiwild  #manu #nativewaterbirds #hawaii #wildlife #nativewildlife]
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        [image: Come join us tomorrow, Friday, Feb 16 and Saturday, Feb 17 11:00AM - 3:00PM at The Ritz Carlton on Maui, at Whale Tales!  We will host an opportunity for youth to make art with marine debris!  Kelly Jensen, HWDC naturalist and extraordinary artist, painted a mural for keiki to decorate with recovered plastics.  This mural will  be installed at our Center after it is completed on Saturday.  Join in the fun, make art out of trash!  So grateful for our talented team at HWDC, who will be on duty at the Center in Kaʻanapali in Whalers Village, as well as helping with the art project at Whale Tales.  Where: The Ritz-Carlton Maui, Kapalua 1 Ritz Carlton Drive Kapalua, HI 96761  Contact Phone: 925-408-4418 ehearne@whaletrust.org Contact Name: Emma Hearne Contact Organization: Whale Trust  #ThankfulThursday #marinedebrisart #lovewhales #wildhawaii #whalersvillage  #whaletales #hawaiiwildlifediscoverycenter]
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        [image: The koholā season is in full swing and love is in the air 💙. Be sure to turn your SOUND ON to experience some amazing humpback whale vocalizations from Puakō on Hawaiʻi Island. These enchanting songs are always performed by males and vocalization patterns are often repeated and specific to a certain region. Repeated songs can last from a few minutes up to 24 hours, and most “songs” are linked to courtship and breeding behaviors, directed at their favorite female.  Can you imagine singing for several hours on end to capture the attention of a desired mate??  VC: @_lindsey_k__  #keephawaiiwild  #wildlifewednesday  #koholā  #humpbackwhales  #Puakō #whalevocalizations  #humpbackwhaleseason]
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        [image: Happy World Wetlands Day! Here in Hawaiʻi our wetlands play an important role in the health of our island home. Wetlands help to prevent flooding and are home to many native and endangered wildlife species (ʻalae keʻo, ʻalae ʻula, koloa maoli, nēnē, aeʻo and others). Our wetlands also help in sustaining our underground aquifers, which are vital to life on these islands.  The word “wai” translates to freshwater in the Hawaiian language. Many place names in Hawaiʻi contain the word “wai” which indicated the presence of freshwater in that area as a valuable resource, especially in dry areas of the island such as Kaʻū and Waikōloa.  There are many ways you can help restore and protect our precious wetlands! Some simple ways to get involved include: 1) preventing water pollutants from leaving your area (avoid fertilizers and pesticides in your garden, they can run-off into waterways chemically pollute the water), 2) keep your cats indoors and dogs on a leash to prevent harm to wildlife and the ecosystem, and 3) VOLUNTEER! There are so many amazing environmental organizations to volunteer with! If you are interested in volunteering with the Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund you can check out what opportunities are available and how to get involved at https://www.wildhawaii.org/get-involved/volunteer/!  We hope to see you near our thriving wetlands soon! 💧  #keephawaiiwild #worldwetlandsday #wai #ʻalaekeʻo #ʻalae’ula #koloamaoli #nēnē #aeʻo #wetlandbirds]
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        [image: Speckled..... housed..... and looking sharp on its reef. Happy #wildlifewednesday from this native unauna (hermit crab, Calcinus argus) who acquired this amazing pūpū loloa or ʻoi ʻoi shell for its home on the coral reef of Hōnaunau Bay.  PC: @_lindsey_k__   #keephawaiiwild #unauna #pūpūloloa #calcinusargus  #hermitcrab #HōnaunauBay]
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        [image: Happy Marine Debris Monday, everyone! Last Friday, we hosted an amazing group of fourth grade students at Hilo Union Elementary School that helped us sort pieces of marine debris from some of our recent beach cleanups!!   Students counted the pieces from the following categories:   *  Pieces with different languages that were carried here by currents 🌊  *  Pieces with evidence of invasive bryozoans hitching a ride 👍  *  Pieces with bite marks from animals that mistook the plastic for food 🐟  *  Pieces that were broken down via photodegradation (the sun) ☀️  Some of our favorite pieces include a blue piggy bank, a purple croc, and a pair of “Bucci” sunglasses! Students discussed how these pieces may have entered the ocean, how they ended up on our beaches, and ways the debris could hurt our native wildlife.   What are some ways you keep plastics off of our beaches?   #marinedebrisMonday #oceantrash #beachcleanups #environmentaleducation #conservation #hawaii]
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         Thank you for subscribing to the Hawaiʻi Wildlife Fund newsletter! 
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			HWF is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization in Hawai‘i

Our FEIN # is 99-0326669

(view our Guidestar profile)



		
																					

																										
							Quick Links
	 Our Work
	 Donate
	 Adopt a Marine Animal
	 Blog
	 Calendar
	 Volunteer
	 Internship Program
	 HWF Partners


Visit our Discovery Center 
on Maui!
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							WILDLIFE EMERGENCIES
Marine wildlife emergencies for ALL Hawaiian Islands:

NOAA Hawaiʻi marine animal emergency hotline 888.256.9840

Sick, stranded or entangled sea turtles - MAUI ONLY:

Maui Ocean Center Marine Institute 808.286.2549

Sea turtle harassment or illegal activities:

Hawaiʻi’s Division of Conservation and Resources Enforcement 808.643.3567

NOAA’s Enforcement Office 800.853.1964

CLICK HERE TO CONTACT HWF
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